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The geodynamic and earthquake activity in the Caucasus/Caspian region is due to the ongoing collision of the Ara-
bian plate with Eurasia. The Caucasus and Caspian Sea are historically among the most seismically active regions
on earth. These earthquakes have caused thousands of deaths and great economic distress. Future earthquakes in
the Caucasus and Caspian Sea must be considered and planned for in order to limit their impact on the people,
ecology, and infrastructure of the region.
Within this plate tectonics context, we examine deformation of the Caucasus region and show that most crustal
shortening in the collision zone is accommodated by the Greater Caucasus Fold-and-Thrust Belt (GCFTB) along
the southern edge of the Greater Caucasus Mountains. The eastern GCFTB appears to bifurcate west of Baku, with
one branch following the accurate geometry of the Greater Caucasus, turning towards the south and traversing the
Neftchala Peninsula. A second branch may extend directly into the Caspian Sea south of Baku, likely connecting to
the Central Caspian Seismic Zone. We model deformation in terms of a locked thrust fault that coincides in general
with the main surface trace of the GCFTB. We consider two end-member models, each of which tests the likelihood
of one or other of the branches being the dominant cause of observed deformation. Our models indicate that strain
is actively accumulating on the fault along the∼200 km segment of the fault west of Baku (approximately between
longitudes 47-49◦E). Parts of this segment of the fault broke in major earthquakes historically (1191, 1859, 1902)
suggesting that significant future earthquakes (M∼6-7) are likely on the central and western segment of the fault.
We observe a similar deformation pattern across the eastern end of the GCFTB along a profile crossing the Kura
Depression and Greater Caucasus Mountains in the vicinity of Baku. Along this eastern segment, a branch of the
fault changes from a NW-SE striking thrust to an ∼ N-S oriented strike-slip fault. The similar deformation pattern
along the eastern and central GCFTB segments raises the possibility that major earthquakes may also occur in
eastern Azerbaijan. However, the eastern segment of the GCFTB has no record of large historic earthquakes, and
is characterized by thick, highly saturated and over-pressured sediments within the Kura Depression and adjacent
Caspian Basin that may inhibit elastic strain accumulation in favour of fault creep, and/or distributed faulting and
folding. Thus, while our analyses suggest that large earthquakes are likely in central and western Azerbaijan, it
is still uncertain whether significant earthquakes are also likely along the eastern segment, and on which struc-
ture. Ongoing and future focused studies of active deformation promise to shed further light on the tectonics and
earthquake hazards in this highly populated and developed part of Azerbaijan.


